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INOSHI FEATURE ~ BELT

Bring the BELT against 

your torso. 

Have the belt UNDER 

YOUR BUST/CHEST and 

NO LOWER than your 

WAIST. The belt does 

NOT sit on your hips.

Bring BELT STRAPS 

around your body and 

tie in a DOUBLE KNOT 

at your back. 

Belt should be COM-

FORTABLY FIRM - tight 

enough not to fall 

down; not too tight 

that you can’t breathe.

Your baby’s groin/

lower tummy should 

be IN-LINE with the 

belt. The belt does 

NOT sit under their 

bottom.

Once wrapped, your 

baby’s LEGS are posi-

tioned OUT OF the 

Inoshi and are BE-

TWEEN the belt and 

the Inoshi fabric.

Belt OUTSIDE of 

Inoshi. 

Belt tied at hip 

level, which is 

too low.

REEF KNOT
The belt & tails of the 

Inoshi MUST be tied in a 

secure double knot.  

A Reef Knot is a great 

knot to use, as it lies nice 

and fl at.

WRONG

1.

2. 3. 4.

1. 2. 3.

4. 5. 6. 7.

Hold a tail in each 

hand. Chose a tail to 

be the ACTIVE tail for 

ALL steps (we used left/

aqua)

“UNDER”

Pass the ACTIVE tail 

UNDER the other tail.

“OVER”

ACTIVE TAIL up and 

OVER other tail & pass it 

THROUGH the gap.

“THROUGH”

Pull ACTIVE tail 

THROUGH and TIGHTEN 

single knot.

“UNDER”

Bring ACTIVE tail 

UNDER the other tail 

again.

“OVER”

ACTIVE TAIL up and OVER 

other tail and pass it 

DOWN between gap of 

single knot & tail end.

“THROUGH”

Pull ACTIVE tail 

THROUGH and TIGHTEN 

double knot. The knot 

should lie fl at.

The belt is the key feature of the Inoshi - it enables:

• The Inoshi to be secured to the adult

• Helps to create a defi ned seating area within the body of the Inoshi 

for your baby

• Helps to create a secure “unpoppable” seat for your baby

Always have the belt securely tied around you while wearing the Inoshi


